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My thanks to Show team and Committee for the invitation, it's over a decade since Kit and I have 
been to Ireland and we were lucky enough to be able to take some extra days to enjoy ourselves and 
visit Dublin. 

SECTION 1

Exotic Sh Tabby or Tabby & White Adult
B.O.B. to Harte's HibGrCh Int CH MOLLYCODDLE HEARTBREAKER  (exo N 03 22 M 02/08/15)
Passed the kiss test with flying colours, a gentle old soul having a slightly bad hair day.

SECTION 4 

Hibernian Grand Champion
1. HGC HOWARD'S GrCh&Int Ch COCO WAVE CULT (CRX n 03, M, 18/10/2021)
Black & White Bi-Colour Cornish Rex. A super natured boy who was easy to handle, medium wedge
with  cheekbones that narrows to rounded muzzle, the length  is a fraction short, oval shaped eyes
with  slight slant to outer edge of ear, these are large with width to base and high set. Good profile
with   flat  skull  curving  brow  and straight  line to tip of  nose, level  bite  and strong chin. A large
muscular body with long straight legs with neat oval paws. Short dense coat with silky texture with
well formed ripples and waves it is sadly a little grubby in his wihte patched, Long fine tapering tail.

Hibernian Grand Premier
1. HGP MACKENZIE'S GrPr DADDYO TALKIE TOASTER (DRX b, MN, 14/09/2021)
Chocolate Devon Rex. A real softie who was a delight to handle.  Short  wedge with width to eye 
level, these are green in colour  generally oval just a little round to inner edge  and sloping to outer 
edge, rounded brow with flat plane to skull, large ears set wide apart with tufts to tips. Short nose 
with more definition needed to stop, medium muzzle with whisker break being a little indistinct, 
level chin slightly untidy bite.  A medium sized weighty boy with well shaped legs and paws. Plush 
wavy coat covers all of his body, medium length tail covered with short fur.  

Grand 4B Champion Male
1.GC O'CONCHOBHAIR & WOOD'S  Int Ch CHEREK NUTJEST ANY JINJANUT (DRX d, M, 27/09/2020)
Red Devon Rex. Red us just my favourite colour and I could so easily have kidnapped this boy. Short 
broad wedge with high cheek bones,  large wide set eyes, slightly round to the inner edge but oval to 
outer edge and sloping towards his ears. Large ears with fairly low set and width to base plus cute 
tufts to tips, short nose with visible stop that could have been a little deeper. Well defined whisker 
break with half whiskers, level bite and strong chin. Lovely size and muscle to his  body with slender 
neck, broad chest and slim legs with neat small paws. Short coat that covers all of his body and 
shows  waves and ripples to back and sides and down legs.  Long tapering tail well covered with 
fractionally long  fur.

Grand 4B Champion Female
1. GC O'CONCHOBHAIR & WOOD'S  Int Ch DADDYO DEPTH CHARGE ETHEL (DRX a, F, 24/10/2016)
Blue Devon Rex. A mature lady in lovely condition with a super temperament, short broad wedge 
with high cheek bones, large eyes wide set, oval in shape and sloping towards edges of ears. These 
are large with width to base but she held them a little high. Short nose with slight stop, strong 
muzzle, well defined whisker break, level bite and firm chin. Medium length body with a slender 
neck, broad chest,  firm muscle tone, slim legs with neat oval paws. Short soft  coat with waves and 
crimps, long tapering tail well covered with short fur.
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Cornish Rex Adult 

B.O.B. TO HOWARD'S GrCh&Int Ch COCO WAVE CULT (CRX n 03, M, 18/10/2021)

1. C. C HOWARD'S IREMOOFO SHES THE FIRST WAVE (CRX f 03, F, 27/05/2023)
Tortie & White Bi-Colour. Not having a good day, she was not keen to come out and play so it was a 
very quick assessment. Narrow wedge with high cheeks bones the length is a little short, expressive 
oval shaped eyes, flat skull with curve to brow and straight line to tip of nose, rounded muzzle and 
good chin.  Large ears with high set tapering to a rounded tip. Not a large girl, in the quick feel I did 
have her body was hard and muscular with long longs and small oval paws. Short coat with some 
curls, long thin tail.
 
Devon Rex Adult 
B.O.B. O'CONCHOBHAIR & WOOD'S  Int Ch CHEREK NUTJEST ANY JINJANUT (DRX d, M, 
27/09/2020)
1.C.C O'CONCHOBHAIR & WOOD'S DADDYO JANDSOME JULIO (DRX n 03, M, 17/06/2023)
Black & White Bi-Colour. This boy was friendly at first then became a little feisty, short wedge with 
nice high cheek bones, rounded brow curving back to flat skull between large ears with width to the 
base and tufts to the tips. Oval shaped eyes sloping to outer edge, slightly long nose with only a 
slight dip rather than a stop, fair definition to  whisker break with cute short chewed whiskers, level 
bite and fair chin. Good size to body with slender neck and solid muscular feel, short soft coat covers 
all of his body, long tapering tail with wavy fur.

Sphynx Adult Male

1.C.C. B.O.B. KORNAT'S GAUDI EMANCYPACJA (SPH n 32, M, 07/04/2021)
Seal Pointed. This boy showed himself well and loved to be cuddled.  Head is a modified wedge  with 
prominent cheek bones which is slightly longer that is wide. Rounding to brow and flat skull between 
large ears with width to base tapering to tip, set at slight angle with outer base level with corner of 
the eye. Large lemon shaped eyes, straight nose with very slight break to bridge, strong rounded 
muzzle with well defined whisker break and prominent whisker pads, level bite and strong chin.  
Medium length body with good muscle to broad chest and rump held on sturdy legs  with cute oval 
paws and long slender toes, very fine down covers his body it is slightly thicker to his nose and  back 
of his ears plus his very fine manly medals, long tapering tail with stubbly feel to down that covers it.

2 SIPAILIENE'S SKINDEX GRANT (SPH d, M, 17/08/2022)
Red. A real poppet who was very nervous all he wanted to do was to hind under his blanket, his head 
is a modified wedge  with prominent cheek bones, it is possibly a little short, rounding to brow and 
flat skull between large ears with width to base tapering to tip set at slight angle. Large lemon 
shaped eyes which appeared more round that slanted, straight nose with very slight break to bridge, 
rounded muzzle with  defined whisker break and prominent whisker pads, level bite and strong chin.  
Medium length body with good muscle to broad chest and rump held on sturdy legs  with cute oval 
paws and long slender toes. A very fine down covers his body it is slightly thicker to his nose, back of 
his ears and long tapering tail.
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Sphynx Adult Female

1.C.C KORNAT'S JAMAIKA JURO (SPH f 09, F, 22/05/2022)
Tortie & White. A friendly girl who clear likes her food. Modified wedge with nicely rounded 
contours slightly longer than wide with prominent cheek bones, good definition to whisker break, 
level bite and firm chin. Gentle rounding to skull with flat plane between large ears with width to 
base and rounded to tip, large lemon shaped eyes with side slant towards ears, she wasn't keen on 
opening her right one perhaps it was a little sore, straight nose with  slight break to bridge. Medium 
sized girl with a well filled  body with good muscle, held on medium length sturdy legs with lovely 
long slender toes to feet. A very fine down covers her body it  is slightly thicker to her  ears and  
nose, long slender tail heavier to base and tapering to a rounded tip.

2 GLEESON'S IRENOVFO WESTA (SPH n 33, F, 23/05/2021)
Seal Pointed. Modified wedge with nicely rounded contours slightly longer than wide with 
prominent cheek bones, good definition to whisker breaks, level bite and firm chin. Gentle rounding 
to skull with flat plane between large ears with width to base and rounded to tip, lemon shaped eyes 
with side slant towards ears,  straight nose with only very slight dip to bridge. Long slender body 
good muscle tone, medium length sturdy legs with lovely long slender toes to feet. A very fine down 
covers her body it  is slightly thicker to her ears which had tufts to the edge plus  spreading slight up 
hers nose onto her forehead, long slender tail heavier to base and tapering to a rounded tip

Sphynx Kitten

1 B.O.B. KORNAT'S MAOL CAMPIRINA (SPH a, F, 17/07/2023)
Blue. A sweet girl a good size for her age very much a live wire but easy to handle. Modified wedge 
shaped head  with prominent cheek bones, rounding to brow and flat skull with lots of wrinkles  
between large wide based ears tapering to tip set at slight angle. Lemon shaped eyes, straight nose 
with light break to bridge,  rounded muzzle with well defined whisker break and prominent whisker 
pads, level bite and firm chin.  Elegant  muscular  body with good muscle to chest and rump, she had 
some slight scratches to her neck, sturdy legs  with cute oval paws and long slender toes. A very fine 
down covers her  body it is slightly thicker to bridge of her nose and  back of her ears,  long tapering 
tail with slightly thicker down.

Sphynx Neuter

1. P.C. B.O.B HARTE'S DESHAMBILLES KITTY GALORE (SPH a, FN, 18/05/23)
Blue & White Bi-Colour. A sweet girl who was very nervous and trembled all the time she just  
wanted to snuggle into her blanket. Narrow modified wedge shaped head  with prominent cheek 
bones, rounding to brow and flat skull between large wide based ears tapering to tip, due to her 
nervousness the set was distorted. Large expressive lemon shaped eyes, straight nose with very 
slight break to bridge,  rounded muzzle with well defined whisker break and prominent whisker 
pads, level bite and firm chin.  Elegant  muscular  body with good muscle to chest and rump held on 
sturdy legs  with cute oval paws and long slender toes. A very fine down covers her  body it is slightly 
thicker to bridge of her nose,  long tapering tail.
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HP Section
Non-pedigree pet Longhair/Semi Longhair
Self with or without White.

1. B.O.C  Mcaleese's Ducky, (NPL n) MN 19/04/17 
Black Longhair. A real sweetie a little over awed with everything that was going on he just wanted to 
try to hide under his blanket. 

Non-Pedigree Pet Shorthair.
Self with or without White Male.

1. Daly's CHUCKY (NPS n) MN 19/12/21 
Black and White Shorthair. Carefully watched everything that was going on from the back of his pen, 
I loved his cute facial markings.

Self with or without Female.

1. B.O.C Daly's ZELDA (NPS n) FN 19/12/21 
Black Shorthair. A confident girl in lovely condition.

Tabby or Tabby & White.

1. B.O.C Weldon's YANKEL  (NPS n 22) MN 01/02/22 
Brown Classic Tabby. Totally gorgeous is the only way to describe this large gentle boy, he went on 
to be overall B.I.S. well done.

Ginger Tabby, Tortie or Tortie Tabby.

1. B.O.C Carroll's TAIGA (NPS f) FN 10/04/23 
Tortie Shorthair. Not a sign of a Tortie temperament,  a sweet girl with some lovely vibrant colours.

Non-Pedigree Pet Shorthair Kitten.

1. B.O.C. French's TARTLE (NPS n 23) FN 16/10/23 
Brown Mackerel Tabby. Super pattern on this girl, she loved looking at everything that was going on 
around her.

Pedigree Pet Shorthair. 
Self with or without White.

1. B.O.B. French's BALOO (PPS a) MN 08/07/23 
Blue Shorthair. Super silky coat and very pretty face, he clearly enjoys his food and is filling out to his 
body.
Any other Colour or Pattern

1. B.O.C. Shackleton's MONTY (PPS N 31) MN 08/07/23
Brown Burmese Pointed. Slightly grumbly nature  with a super shiny  coat and more balanced body 
than the Blue boy.
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2. Harte's GILLIAN (PPS F 33) FN 01/03/21
Spynx. A shy girl wearing  a very pretty knitted dress to keep her warm. 


